Consentium — LAToken Launch Party
Hey everybody! Recently Consentium and LAToken hosted a launch party and it was a
huge success!

Consentium X LAToken
Last week, we threw an exclusive party to celebrate the partnership of Consentium and
LAToken at Origin Bar, Shangri-la Hotel.
Guests were welcomed with a sumptuous glass of fine champagne from Veuve Clicquot and
a token (pun intended!) of appreciation from Consentium.
The launch party started off with a keynote presentation by Wayne Ng, Head of the China
Market of Consentium, providing an overview of Consentium’s revolutionary app that is now
available on both ANDROID and iOS.
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This was followed by an app demo by Consentium’s Senior Project Manager, Kristopher
Heslop, displaying Consentium’s breakthrough features that integrate both cryptocurrencies
and chat app.

Kristopher Heslop, Senior Project Manager
Our VIPs for the night, Jeremy Khoo, Business Development Officer of Consentium, Roman
Zhdanov, Managing Director of LAToken and Lev Umanov Partnerships Relations Manager
of LAToken were invited on stage for the highlight of the party, the Launch Ceremony!
Representatives from both sides placed their logos on the photo wall to symbolize a fruitful
union as everyone raised their glasses to the partnership.
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As the ceremony drew to a close, a night of networking between leaders and influencers in
the blockchain space followed, accompanied by drinks and canapés of course.
We are truly thrilled by this exciting collaboration and will be looking forward to the
opportunities ahead!
Being the #1 exchange in liquidity for newly listed tokens, LAToken provides a simple, fast
and secure way to exchange cryptocurrency. Click HERE to trade on LAToken now!
CSM-ETH / CSM-BTC
Stay tuned via our social channels to know more about Consentium and our future activities.
We value the feedback of our community users, so please feel free to share your thoughts with
us as we keep updating you on our progress!
Official LinksConsentium breakthrough chat application will change the way you perceive your usual daily
engagement on phone! Download the app today!
Click to download: ANDROID /IOS
Website: Consentium
Telegram channel: Consentium Official
Social MediaTwitter: @Consentium
Facebook: Consentium

